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The Man Died Wole
An African playwright reveals his thoughts on man's
betrayal of his vocation for power in this drama
Nobel Laureate in Literature Wole Soyinka considers all
of Africa--indeed, all the world--as he poses this
question: once repression stops, is reconciliation
between oppressor and victim possible? In the face of
centuries-long devastation wrought on the African
continent and her Diaspora by slavery, colonialism,
Apartheid, and the manifold faces of racism, what form of
recompense could possibly suffice? In a voice as
eloquent and humane as it is forceful, Soyinka boldly
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challenges in these pages the notions of simple
forgiveness, confession, and absolution as strategies for
social healing. Ultimately, he turns to art--poetry, music,
painting, etc.--as the one source that can nourish the
seed of reconciliation: art is the generous vessel that can
hold together the burden of memory and the hope of
forgiveness. Based on Soyinka's Stewart-McMillan
lectures delivered at the DuBois Institute at Harvard, The
Burden of Memory speaks not only to those concerned
specifically with African politics, but also to anyone
seeking the path to social justice through some of
history's most inhospitable terrain.
A member of the unique generation of African writers
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and intellectuals who came of age in the last days of
colonialism, Wole Soyinka has witnessed the promise of
independence and lived through postcolonial failure. He
deeply comprehends the pressing problems of Africa,
and, an irrepressible essayist and a staunch critic of the
oppressive boot, he unhesitatingly speaks out.In this
magnificent new work, Soyinka offers a wide-ranging
inquiry into Africa's culture, religion, history, imagination,
and identity. He seeks to understand how the continent's
history is entwined with the histories of others, while
exploring Africa's truest assets: "its humanity, the quality
and valuation of its own existence, and modes of
managing its environment—both physical and intangible
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(which includes the spiritual)."Fully grasping the extent of
Africa's most challenging issues, Soyinka nevertheless
refuses defeatism. With eloquence he analyzes
problems ranging from the meaning of the past to the
threat of theocracy. He asks hard questions about racial
attitudes, inter-ethnic and religious violence, the viability
of nations whose boundaries were laid out by outsiders,
African identity on the continent and among displaced
Africans, and more. Soyinka's exploration of Africa
relocates the continent in the reader's imagination and
maps a course toward an African future of peace and
affirmation.
The Nigerian Nobel laureate presents a collection of new
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poems in homage to South African leader Nelson
Mandela, excoriating political corruption and moral
flabbiness and meditating on the ambivalences and
ambiguities of life and love
A Shuttle in the Crypt
The Years of Childhood
The Bacchae of Euripides
A Family History in White Supremacy
Things Fall Apart
Of Africa
A Good Morning America Buzz Pick INSTANT NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER "Electrifying." — O: The Oprah
Magazine Named a Best Book of 2020 by The New York
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Times, The Washington Post, NPR, USA TODAY, Vanity
Fair, Elle, Harper's Bazaar, Marie Claire, Shondaland,
Teen Vogue, Vulture, Lit Hub, Bustle, Electric
Literature, and BookPage What does it mean for a
family to lose a child they never really knew? One
afternoon, in a town in southeastern Nigeria, a mother
opens her front door to discover her son’s body,
wrapped in colorful fabric, at her feet. What follows is
the tumultuous, heart-wrenching story of one family’s
struggle to understand a child whose spirit is both
gentle and mysterious. Raised by a distant father and
an understanding but overprotective mother, Vivek
suffers disorienting blackouts, moments of
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disconnection between self and surroundings. As
adolescence gives way to adulthood, Vivek finds solace
in friendships with the warm, boisterous daughters of
the Nigerwives, foreign-born women married to
Nigerian men. But Vivek’s closest bond is with Osita,
the worldly, high-spirited cousin whose teasing
confidence masks a guarded private life. As their
relationship deepens—and Osita struggles to
understand Vivek’s escalating crisis—the mystery gives
way to a heart-stopping act of violence in a moment of
exhilarating freedom. Propulsively readable, teeming
with unforgettable characters, The Death of Vivek Oji is
a novel of family and friendship that challenges
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expectations—a dramatic story of loss and
transcendence that will move every reader.
The five plays in this collection are linked by their
concern with the spiritual and the social, with belief
and ritual as integrating forces for social cohesion.-Set in Nigeria, amid the scenes of everyday
racketeering and general disquiet, the police try to
clear the area of undesirables, as a traditional wedding
between two illustrious and ambitious families is about
to take place. This play is by Nobel Prize-winner Wole
Soyinka.
THE STORIES: THE TRIALS OF BROTHER JERO. As
Michael Smith describes: Brother Jero is a self-styled
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'prophet,' an evangelical con man who ministers to the
gullible and struts with self-importance over their
dependence on him. The play follows him t
Prison Notes
Collected Plays: A dance of the forests. The swamp
dwellers. The strong breed. The road. The Bacchae of
Euripides
A Play
A Communion Rite
Salutation to the Gut
From Zia, with Love ; And, A Scourge of Hyacinths
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • WINNER OF THE PULITZER
PRIZE • A searing, post-apocalyptic novel about a father and
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son's fight to survive, this "tale of survival and the miracle of
goodness only adds to McCarthy's stature as a living master.
It's gripping, frightening and, ultimately, beautiful" (San
Francisco Chronicle). A father and his son walk alone through
burned America. Nothing moves in the ravaged landscape
save the ash on the wind. It is cold enough to crack stones,
and when the snow falls it is gray. The sky is dark. Their
destination is the coast, although they don't know what, if
anything, awaits them there. They have nothing; just a pistol
to defend themselves against the lawless bands that stalk the
road, the clothes they are wearing, a cart of scavenged
food—and each other. The Road is the profoundly moving
story of a journey. It boldly imagines a future in which no
hope remains, but in which the father and his son, "each the
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other's world entire," are sustained by love. Awesome in the
totality of its vision, it is an unflinching meditation on the worst
and the best that we are capable of: ultimate destructiveness,
desperate tenacity, and the tenderness that keeps two people
alive in the face of total devastation.
Previously unpublished, Salutation to the Gut is an essay
Soyinka wrote more than forty years ago. The essay is a
celebration of Yoruba culture, in particular Yoruba food and
gastronomic culture. Its witty and whimsical style
foreshadows the kind of writing that would become Soyinka's
hallmark, and for which he would subsequently win the Nobel
Prize for Literature.
A wholly fresh interpretation of the timeless play by a Nobel
Prize-winning author.
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This unique memoir of reading the classics to find strength
and wisdom “makes an elegant case for literature as an
everyday companion” (The New York Times Book Review).
While undergoing a series of personal and family crises,
Christopher Beha discovered that his grandmother had used
the Harvard Classics—the renowned “five foot shelf” of great
world literature compiled in the early twentieth century by
Charles William Eliot—to educate herself during the Great
Depression. He decided to follow her example and turn to this
series of great books for answers—and recounts the
experience here, in a smart, big-hearted, and inspirational mix
of memoir and intellectual excursion that “deftly illustrates
how books can save one’s life” (Helen Schulman). “As he
grapples with the death of his beloved aunt, a debilitating
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case of Lyme disease, and other major and minor calamities,
Beha finds that writers as diverse as Wordsworth, Pascal,
Kant, and Mill had been there before, and that the results of
their struggles to find meaning in life could inform his own.”
—The Seattle Times “An important book [and] a sheer blast to
read.” —Heidi Julavits
A Dialogue with Wole Soyinka on Life, Literature and Politics
Death and the King's Horseman
The Beatification of Area Boy
Season of Anomy
A Voyage Around ; Essay
The Death of Vivek Oji

The Nigerian playwrite, poet, and novelist recounts his first
eleven years growing up under the influence of his parents,
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traditional Yoruba customs, and Christian missionaries
The first novel written in the Yoruba language and one of the
first to be written in any African language.
An interview with the Nobel Prize winning author.
By turns satirical and lyrical, this fourth collection of poetry,
his first in ten years, spans the poet's recent experience of exile
from Nigeria as well as the journeys that have followed his
Nobel Prize for Literature award. Here are reflections on the
deaths of politicians, dictators and dissident friends as well as
invocations to fellow writers Ken Saro-Wiwa, Josef Brodsky
and Chinua Achebe. In sections tellingly entitled 'Outsiders',
'Of Exits' or the poem sequence 'Twelve Canticles for the
Zealot', Soyinka confronts political realities - religious
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fundamentalism, bigotry and the repression of free speech.
Others such as "Lost Poems', 'Doctored Vision' or 'Visiting
Trees (Night Hunt)' are evidence of a more private, interior
search.
The Trials of Brother Jero
Mandela's Earth and Other Poems
A Personal Narrative of the Nigerian Crisis
The Man Lives
The Burden of Memory, the Muse of Forgiveness
Collected Plays

The five plays in the first volume are linked by their concern with
the spiritual and the social, with belief and ritual as integrating
forces for social cohesion; the plays in the second volume trace the
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ironic development and consequences of 'progress.' All plays are
based around themes in Nigeria.
Okonkwo is the greatest warrior alive, famous throughout West
Africa. But when he accidentally kills a clansman, things begin to
fall apart. Then Okonkwo returns from exile to find missionaries
and colonial governors have arrived in the village. With his world
thrown radically off-balance he can only hurtle towards tragedy.
Chinua Achebe's stark novel reshaped both African and world
literature. This arresting parable of a proud but powerless man
witnessing the ruin of his people begins Achebe's landmark trilogy
of works chronicling the fate of one African community, continued
in Arrow of God and No Longer at Ease.
The first African to receive the Nobel Prize in Literature, as well as
a political activist of prodigious energies, Wole Soyinka now
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follows his modern classic Ake: The Years of Childhood with an
equally important chronicle of his turbulent life as an adult in (and
in exile from) his beloved, beleaguered homeland. In the tough,
humane, and lyrical language that has typified his plays and novels,
Soyinka captures the indomitable spirit of Nigeria itself by bringing
to life the friends and family who bolstered and inspired him, and
by describing the pioneering theater works that defied censure and
tradition. Soyinka not only recounts his exile and the terrible reign
of General Sani Abacha, but shares vivid memories and playful
anecdotes–including his improbable friendship with a prominent
Nigerian businessman and the time he smuggled a frozen wildcat
into America so that his students could experience a proper
Nigerian barbecue. More than a major figure in the world of
literature, Wole Soyinka is a courageous voice for human rights,
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democracy, and freedom. You Must Set Forth at Dawn is an
intimate chronicle of his thrilling public life, a meditation on justice
and tyranny, and a mesmerizing testament to a ravaged yet hopeful
land.
'Unquestionably Africa''s most versatile writer and arguably one of
her finest. When the Military decrees that a crime carrying a prison
sentence now retroactively warrants summary execution, confusion
and fear permeate a society where the brutality and injustice of
military rule is parodied by life inside prison. Based on events in
Nigeria in the early 1980s Wole Soyinka''s stage play From Zia with
Love and radio play A Scourge of Hyacinths, were produced in the
early 90s when the writer was exiled by Sani Abacha''s notorious
and unjust military regime.'
King Baabu
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The Interpreters
The Jero Plays
The Road
A Memoir
Life of a Klansman
Traces Nigeria's recent history and politics,
chronicling its decline from post-colonial
success to its current military dictatorship,
and speculates on its future as a nation.
"A haunting tapestry of interwoven stories
that inform us not just about our past but
about the resentment-bred demons that are all
too present in our society today . . . The
interconnected strands of race and history
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give Ball’s entrancing stories a Faulknerian
resonance." —Walter Isaacson, The New York
Times Book Review A 2020 NPR staff pick | One
of The New York Times' thirteen books to
watch for in August | One of The Washington
Post's ten books to read in August | A
Literary Hub best book of the summer| One of
Kirkus Reviews' sixteen best books to read in
August The life and times of a militant white
supremacist, written by one of his offspring,
National Book Award–winner Edward Ball Life
of a Klansman tells the story of a warrior in
the Ku Klux Klan, a carpenter in Louisiana
who took up the cause of fanatical racism
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during the years after the Civil War. Edward
Ball, a descendant of the Klansman, paints a
portrait of his family’s anti-black militant
that is part history, part memoir rich in
personal detail. Sifting through family lore
about “our Klansman” as well as public and
private records, Ball reconstructs the story
of his great-great grandfather, Constant
Lecorgne. A white French Creole, father of
five, and working class ship carpenter,
Lecorgne had a career in white terror of
notable and bloody completeness: massacres,
night riding, masked marches, street
rampages—all part of a tireless effort that
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he and other Klansmen made to restore white
power when it was threatened by the
emancipation of four million enslaved African
Americans. To offer a non-white view of the
Ku-klux, Ball seeks out descendants of
African Americans who were once victimized by
“our Klansman” and his comrades, and shares
their stories. For whites, to have a Klansman
in the family tree is no rare thing:
Demographic estimates suggest that fifty
percent of whites in the United States have
at least one ancestor who belonged to the Ku
Klux Klan at some point in its history. That
is, one-half of white Americans could write a
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Klan family memoir, if they wished. In an era
when racist ideology and violence are again
loose in the public square, Life of a
Klansman offers a personal origin story of
white supremacy. Ball’s family memoir traces
the vines that have grown from militant roots
in the Old South into the bitter fruit of the
present, when whiteness is again a cause that
can veer into hate and domestic terror.
This collection brings together Idanre and
Other Poems and A Shuttle in the Crypt, two
powerful and distinctive volumes of the early
poetry of Nobel Prize laureate and Nigerian
exile Wole Soyinka. Taken has a whole,
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Soyinka's early poetry may be viewed as a
valiant effort to reconcile the mysterious
legacy of the old with the often harsh
realities of an entire continent's abrupt
entry into the twentieth century.
Elesin Oba, the King's Horseman, has a single
destiny. When the King dies, he must commit
ritual suicide and lead his King's favourite
horse and dog through the passage to the
world of the ancestors. A British Colonial
Officer, Pilkings, intervenes to prevent the
death and arrests Elesin. The play is a set
text for NEAB GCSE, NEAB A Level and NEAB A/S
Level. 'A masterpiece of 20th century drama'
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- Guardian "A transfixing work of modern
world drama" (Independent); "clearly a
masterpiece. . . he achieves the full impact
of Greek tragedy" (Irving Wardle, Independent
on Sunday); "the action of the play is as
inevitable and eloquent as in Antigone: a
clash of values and cultures so fundamental
that tragedy issues: a tragedy for each
individual, each tribe" (Michael Schmidt,
Daily Telegraph)
And The Strong Breed; Two Plays
Prison Notes of Wole Soyinka
The Whole Five Feet
What the Great Books Taught Me About Life,
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Death, and Pretty Much Everthing Else
A Hunter's Saga
You Must Set Forth at Dawn

From the first Black winner of the Nobel Prize in
Literature and one of our fiercest political
activists—this political novel about the dangers of
corruption, greed, and the desire for power is the
follow-up to his acclaimed debut novel The
Interpreters. An African nation's struggle for
independence is interwoven with a tragic love
story in this compelling novel. When Ofeyi, who
writes advertising jingles for the Cocoa
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Corporation, is sent on a promotional tour of his
unnamed country, he arrives at a coastal village
whose remote location has long kept it insulated
from the corrupt national government. Here Ofeyi
discovers a traditional way of life that is still
flourishing and he is inspired to spread its lifeaffirming values to his suffering country. But
challenging the forces of greed and exploitation
provokes a horrific response, and when Ofeyi’s
beloved wife goes missing, he must travel across a
war-scarred landscape in search of her. Infusing
the myth of Orpheus with his signature lyricism
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and moral profundity, Soyinka creates a dazzling
story about the clash between idealism and reality.
This original work redefines and broadens our
understanding of the drama of the Englishspeaking African diaspora. Looking closely at the
work of Amiri Baraka, Nobel prize-winners Wole
Soyinka and Derek Walcott, and Ntozake Shange,
the author contends that the refashioning of the
collective cultural self in black drama originates
from the complex intersection of three discourses:
Eurocentric, Afrocentric, and Post-Afrocentric.
From blackface minstrelsy to the Trinidad
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Carnival, from the Black Aesthetic to the South
African Black Consciousness theatres and the
scholarly debate on the (non)existence of African
drama, Olaniyan cogently maps the terrains of a
cultural struggle and underscores a peculiar
situation in which the inferiorization of black
performance forms is most often a shorthand for
subordinating black culture and corporeality.
Drawing on insights from contemporary theory
and cultural studies, and offering detailed
readings of the above writers, Olaniyan shows how
they occupy the interface between the Afrocentric
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and a liberating Post-Afrocentric space where
black theatrical-cultural difference could be
envisioned as a site of multiple articulations: race,
class, gender, genre, and language.
From the first Black winner of the Nobel Prize in
Literature—his debut novel about a group of young
Nigerian intellectuals trying to come to grips with
themselves and their changing country. First
published in 1965. Friends since high school, the
five young men at the heart of The Interpreters
have returned to Lagos after studying abroad to
embark on careers as a physician, a journalist, an
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engineer, a teacher, and an artist. As they navigate
wild parties, affairs of the heart, philosophical
debates, and professional dilemmas, they struggle
to reconcile the cultural traditions and Western
influences that have shaped them—and that still
divide their country. Soyinka deftly weaves
memories of the past through scenes of the
present as the five friends move toward an
uncertain future. The result is a vividly realized
fictional world rendered in prose that pivots easily
from satire to tragedy and manages to be both
wildly funny and soaringly poetic.
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The Man DiedPrison Notes of Wole SoyinkaDeath
and the King's HorsemanMethuen Drama
The Man Died
Scars of Conquest/Masks of Resistance
Early Poems
Madmen and Specialists
Ake
Forest of A Thousand Daemons
A collection of poems about human encounters and
inhuman isolation, based on the African author's
reflections on his imprisonment in Nigeria
"King Baabu chronicles the debauched rule of General
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Basha Bash, who takes power in a coup and exchanges
his general's uniform for a robe and crown. In the
manner of Alfred Jarry's Ubu Roi, this is a ferocious,
crackpot satire of the plague of dictatorship on the
African continent. Weaving together burlesque comedy,
theatrical excess and storytelling, it has been hailed as a
brilliant parody of political regimes in Africa and
beyond." --Book Jacket.
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF THE YEAR •
The first Black winner of the Nobel Prize in Literature
gives us a tour de force, combining "elements of a
murder mystery, a searing political satire and an Alice in
Wonderland-like modern allegory of power and deceit"
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(Los Angeles Times). In an imaginary Nigeria, a cunning
entrepreneur is selling body parts stolen from Dr.
Menka's hospital for use in ritualistic practices. Dr.
Menka shares the grisly news with his oldest college
friend, bon viveur, star engineer, and Yoruba royal,
Duyole Pitan-Payne. The life of every party, Duyole is
about to assume a prestigious post at the United Nations
in New York, but it now seems that someone is determined that he not make it there. And neither Dr. Menka
nor Duyole knows why, or how close the enemy is, or
how powerful. Chronicles from the Land of the Happiest
People on Earth is at once a literary hoot, a crafty
whodunit, and a scathing indictment of political and
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social corruption. It is a stirring call to arms against the
abuse of power from one of our fiercest political
activists, who also happens to be a global literary giant.
Colonial District Officer Simon Pilkings and his protege,
Olunde, whose medical training in England Pilkings
arranged, clash over Pilkings' determination to interfere
with Olunde's father's ritual suicide, traditionally
required of a dead king's chief horseman.
Isarà
Chronicles from the Land of the Happiest People on
Earth
The Open Sore of a Continent
The Invention of Cultural Identities in African, AfricanPage 35/36
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American, and Caribbean Drama
Samarkand and Other Markets I Have Known
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